
Switch Management

Switches can be imported manually on a switch-by-switch basis or through an automated process leveraging
CDP or LLDP discovery protocols. After a switch has been added to a switchpool, you can edit the switch
configuration options such as applying a switch configuration profile or altering the switch management
state. Switches can also be initialized through Auto Fabric Provisioning, which enables the Cisco Nexus
Fabric Manager to provide a zero-touch user experience for switch import and fabric provisioning.

When altering the management state, two different options are supported:monitored andmanaged. When
a switch is set to themonitored state, the Cisco Nexus FabricManager will treat the resource as read-only,
only collecting state information and statistics from it and performing validation to ensure the configurations
you want to apply are valid.Warnings or faults are given if the configuration is not valid. In themonitored
state, configuration changes performed on the switch object are stored within the Cisco Nexus Fabric
Manager database, but no actual commands are issued to the device. When the management state is set
tomanaged, the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager will treat the switch as read-write and, in addition to the
standard actions of themonitored state, will actively manage the switch. In this state, any configuration
changes performed on the switch are stored within the Cisco Nexus FabricManager database and translated
into CLI commands that are issued to the device. Configuration changes on switches that are not pushed
for monitored state will be pushed if the switches change tomanaged state. By default, switches are
imported and set to themonitored state. Switch interfaces inherit their management state from the switch
they belong to, but the inheritance can be overridden. For example, even if a switch is set to themanaged
state, you can still change select interfaces to themonitored state.

Note

This chapter explains how to add, edit, and delete the switches within a switchpool and how to view switch
details such as statistics, faults, and history. It contains the following sections:

• Adding a Switch to a Switchpool, page 2

• Cloning a Switch, page 4

• Auto Fabric Provisioning, page 8

• Viewing Switch Details, page 11

• Editing a Switch Configuration, page 13

• Reconciling a Switch Configuration, page 17

• Accessing the Switch CLI, page 17

• Deleting a Switch from the Switchpool, page 18
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• Viewing the Switchpool Details, page 18

• Editing the Switchpool Settings, page 19

Adding a Switch to a Switchpool
Switches are imported to the switchpool either by their management IP addresses or by using the CDP or
LLDP discovery protocol. This section explains how to add a switch to the switchpool by its management IP
address.

Before You Begin

• A management IP address has been configured on the switch.

• Admin user credentials have been configured on the switch.

As a best practice, create a separate user account on the switch (for example: nfmservice) with the role
"network-admin" and use the account when adding the switch.

Note

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SWITCHES tab.
Step 3 From the Settings drop-down list, choose Import new switch.

The ADD SWITCH dialog box appears with the following tabs: GENERAL andMORE.
Step 4 Enter the appropriate values in the fields of each tab as listed in the ADD SWITCH Dialog Box Fields table below, then

continue to step 7.

Table 1: ADD SWITCH Dialog Box Fields

DescriptionField

GENERAL Tab

Enter the IP address of the switch you would like to import.

This is a mandatory
field.

Note

Management address

Enter the serial number of the switch you would like to
import.

Adding the serial number enables you to change
the state of the switch upon import. If the serial
number is not entered, the switch will be imported
in monitored mode.

Note

Serial number
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DescriptionField

Choose a state:

•Managed

—The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager will send
configuration changes to the managed switch.

•Monitored

—The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager will not push
configurations to the switch. The changes will be
stored in the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager database
and pushed to the device when the state is changed
toManaged.

This option is only enabled after entering a serial
number in the Serial number field and only
affects the management state at import time. Once
imported, the management state of a switch can
be edited.

Note

Management state

Specify a username for the switch.

The username and password can be applied based
on a previously defined switch profile. If no switch
profile has been created and set as default, a
username and password must be entered here to
access the switch for import.

Note

Username

Specify a password for the switch.

The username and password can be applied based
on a previously defined switch profile. If no switch
profile has been created and set as default, a
username and password must be entered here to
access the switch for import.

Note

Password

MORE Tab

Enter a name for the switch.Name

Enter a description of the switch.Description
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DescriptionField

Choose a role:

• Auto

• Leaf

• Spine

When set to Auto, the Cisco Nexus Fabric
Manager will set the role of Cisco Nexus 9500
Series switches as spine switches and Cisco Nexus
9200 Series and 9300 Series switches as leaf
switches. If that role does not match your cabled
topology, you will need to manually choose the
role as either Spine or Leaf according to your
cabled topology.

Note

Role

Apply a profile for the switch.Profile

Apply an image for the switch.

By setting an image for a switch object, the switch
will not be upgraded upon import unless auto
fabric provisioning (AFP) is being used.
Otherwise, the switch object will have its
administrative image set to the chosen value and
will be upgraded only when included in an
upgrade task.

Note

Image

Step 5 Click SAVE CHANGES.
A new switch tile is displayed.

Cloning a Switch
This section explains how to import a switch using the cloning feature.

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SWITCHES tab.

Your switch tiles appear.
Step 3 Click the tile of the switch you want to clone.

A switch-specific window appears with a switch summary pane on the right that contains the CLONE option.
Step 4 Click CLONE.
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The CLONE SWITCH dialog box appears with the following GENERAL,MORE, SYSLOG, SNMP,CDP, LLDP,
and NTP tabs.

To view the ADVANCED tab, press and hold Ctrl-Shift-A. To close the ADVANCED tab, press Ctrl-Shift-A
again at any time. If you press it while the editor is opened, the ADVANCED tab won't go away immediately.
It will only disappear for the next time the editor is opened (and the current changes will still be pushed).

Note

Step 5 Enter the appropriate values in the fields of each tab as listed in the CLONE SWITCH Dialog Box Fields table below
then continue to step 7.

Table 2: CLONE SWITCH Dialog Box Fields

DescriptionField

GENERAL Tab

Enter a name for the switch object.Name

Enter an IP address.

This is a mandatory
field.

Note

Management address

Enter the serial number.Serial number

The management state:

•Managed

—The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager will send
configuration changes to the managed switch.

•Monitored

—The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager will not push
configurations to the switch. The changes will be stored
in the Cisco Nexus FabricManager database and pushed
to the device when the state is changed toManaged.

Management state

Apply a profile to the switch.Profile

Enter a username for the switch.

The username and password can be applied based
on a previously defined switch profile. If no switch
profile has been created and set as default, a
username and password must be entered here to
access the switch for import.

Note

Username

Enter a password for accessing the switch.

The username and password can be applied based
on a previously defined switch profile. If no switch
profile has been created and set as default, a
username and password must be entered here to
access the switch for import.

Note

Password
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DescriptionField

MORE Tab

Enter a description of the switch.Description

Choose a role:

• Auto

• Leaf

• Spine

When set to Auto, the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager
will set the role of Cisco Nexus 9500 Series switches
as spine switches and Cisco Nexus 9200 Series and
9300 Series switches as leaf switches. If that role
does not match your cabled topology, you will need
to manually choose the role as either Spine or Leaf
according to your cabled topology.

Note

Role

Enter a message of the day.Message of the day

Configure the beacon LED on the switch as on or off
(enable/disable).

Beacon LED

Choose the load-balancing method to be used by all the port
channels configured on the switch.

Load balancing method

Choose an image to run on the switch. Image changes will
not be applied until the switch is explicitly upgraded.

This setting sets the administrative image version for
the switch object that will be used when the switch
is explicitly added to an upgrade task.

Note

Image
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DescriptionField

Enter CLI commands for switch features that are not managed
by Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager.

Note • CLI commands containing semicolons must be
on the last line. Otherwise, an error occurs and
all CLI configurations coming after a semicolon
will fail.

• The Extra CLI configuration is applied after
saving the switch. To determine that the
configuration was applied successfully, see the
CLI commands field when viewing the switch
details. For more information, see Viewing
Switch Details, on page 11.

• The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager does not
perform validation checking on the commands
entered in theExtra CLI commands field. Any
errors that occur will appear in the Faults
window. For more information about viewing
faults, see Viewing Fault Details.

• A reboot must be performed manually for
commands that required a reboot.

• See the logs to determine the user who triggered
the commands entered in the Extra CLI
commands field. The logs show the user
defined in the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager
switch object as the owner of the Extra CLI
command changes.

Extra CLI commands

SYSLOG Tab

Specify the IP address of the remote syslog server.Remote server

Specify the outgoing facility for all the messages sent to the
remote server.

Facility

Send only messages with the specified severity level or higher.Severity

SNMP Tab > Server

Specify the SNMP community.Community

Controls read/write to the SNMP server.Read-write

SNMP Tab > Traps destination

Specify the SNMP community.Community
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DescriptionField

Specify the IP address of the SNMP traps receiver.Host

Choose the SNMP protocol version.Version

CDP Tab

Set CDP hold time advertised (in seconds).Hold time

Set CDP refresh time interval (in seconds).Timer

LLDP Tab

Set LLDP hold time advertised (in seconds).Hold time

Set the LLDP refresh time interval (in seconds).Timer

Set delay for LLDP initialization on any interface (in seconds).Reinit

Enable/disable Data Center Bridging Exchange Protocol
(DCBXP) TLV.

TLV DCBXP

Enable/disable port description TLV.TLV port description

Enable/disable VLAN ID TLV.TLV port VLAN

Enable/disable system capabilities TLV.TLV system capabilities

Enable/disable system description TLV.TLV system description

NTP Tab

Enter the NTP server IP.Server IP address

ADVANCED Tab

Enable/disable switch Telnet feature.Telnet service

Step 6 Click SAVE CHANGES.

Auto Fabric Provisioning
The Auto Fabric Provisioning (AFP) feature enables the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager to import and manage
a switch that is new and unconfigured or has had its configuration erased thereby rendering it to an unconfigured
state.
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This section explains how to import a switch to a switchpool and lists the fields required for using the Auto
Fabric Provisioning feature.

Before You Begin

• The desired switch image has been uploaded.

• if0 on the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager appliance has been configured with an IP address in the same
subnet as the switches you would like to import (See the Cisco Nexus FabricManager Quick Start Guide
for configuring if0 for Auto Fabric Provisioning).

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SWITCHES tab.
Step 3 From the Settings drop-down list, choose Import new Switch.

The ADD SWITCH dialog box appears with the following tabs: GENERAL andMORE.
Step 4 Enter the appropriate values in the fields of each tab as listed in the ADD SWITCH Dialog Box Fields table below then

continue to step 7.

Table 3: ADD SWITCH Dialog Box Fields

DescriptionField

GENERAL Tab

Enter the desired switch management IP address that you
would like to have pushed to the switch.

This is a mandatory
field.

Note

Management address

Enter the serial number of the switch you would like to
import.

Note • This is a mandatory field.

• Adding the serial number enables you to
change the state of the switch.

Serial number
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DescriptionField

Choose a state:

•Managed

—The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager will send
configuration changes to the managed switch.

•Monitored

—The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager will not push
configurations to the switch. The changes will be
stored in the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager database
and pushed to the device when the state is changed
toManaged.

This option is only enabled after entering a serial
number in the Serial number field and only
affects the management state at import time. Once
imported, the management state of a switch can
be edited.

Note

Management state

Specify a username for the switch.

The username and password can be applied based
on a previously defined switch profile. If no switch
profile has been created and set as default, a
username and password must be entered here to
access the switch for import.

Note

Username

Specify a password for the switch.

The username and password can be applied based
on a previously defined switch profile. If no switch
profile has been created and set as default, a
username and password must be entered here to
access the switch for import.

Note

Password

MORE Tab

Enter a name for the switch.Name

Enter a description of the switch.Description
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DescriptionField

Choose a role:

• Auto

• Leaf

• Spine

When set to Auto, the Cisco Nexus Fabric
Manager will set the role of Cisco Nexus 9500
Series switches as spine switches and Cisco Nexus
9300 Series switches as leaf switches. If that role
does not match your cabled topology, you will
need to manually choose the role as either Spine
or Leaf according to your cabled topology.

Note

Role

Apply a profile for the switch.Profile

Apply an image for the switch.

This field is mandatory and must be either
specified in this dialog directly or must be defined
in an active default switch profile for leaf and/or
spine switches.

Note

Image

Step 5 Click SAVE CHANGES.
A new switch tile is displayed.

Viewing Switch Details
Clicking the switch name on a switch tile enables you to view detailed information about that switch such as
the CPU utilization and lines of configuration statistics, associated interfaces, neighbor devices, history, faults,
underlay information. You can also view hardware information for the switch and its components such as the
serial and model numbers. This section explains where to find this information.

Before You Begin

At least one switch has been added to the switchpool.

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SWITCHES tab.

Your switch tiles appear.
Step 3 Click to highlight a tile.

A summary pane appears on the right with the profile information below:
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• Description—Description text

•Management state—State of the switch (managed or monitored)

• Role—Role assigned to the switch (spine or leaf)

• Image—Image on the switch

• Software version—Software version on the switch

• ID—Internal unique name assigned by Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager to every switch object

• Profile—Profile on the switch

•Management IP address—Management IP address of the switch

• Serial number—Serial number of the switch

•Model number—Model number of the switch

• Username—Switch username used by Cisco Fabric Manager to access the switch

Step 4 Click the name inside the switch tile you want to view.
A switch-specific window opens with the following tabs:

• OVERVIEW—Displays the following:

◦CPU load—Displays the CPU utilization statistics in 4 different views: the last hour with markers at 15-minute
increments, the last 6 hours with markers at 2-hour increments, the last day with markers at 8-hour increments,
and the last week with markers at 2-day increments

◦Lines of config—Displays the lines of configuration statistics in 4 different views: the last hour with markers
at 15-minute increments, the last 6 hours with markers at 2-hour increments, the last day with markers at
8-hour increments, and the last week with markers at 2-day increments

◦Chassis info—Lists the chassis information of the switch.

◦Inventory—Lists the hardware inventory of the switch.

◦Underlay—Displays the switch underlay router ID and routing interface.

◦Comment—Icon that enables you to add a comment.

◦CLI commands— Provides a link to a complete list of CLI commands that the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager
has pushed to the switch and when the last push was performed.

• INTERFACES—Tiles for all the interfaces on the switch.

• NEIGHBORS—Tiles for all the neighbor devices of the switch.

• HISTORY—Lists the history of actions taken on the switch.

• FAULTS—List of faults on the switch.
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Editing a Switch Configuration
Switches that have been imported to the switchpool can be edited to apply new profiles and to change other
options such as the role, managed state, and device discovery protocol. This section explains how to find the
SWITCH SETTINGS dialog box where you can edit your switch configuration.

Before You Begin

A switch has been successfully added to the switchpool.

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SWITCHES tab.

Your switch tiles appear.
Step 3 Click the white space inside the switch tile you want to edit.

A switch-specific window appears with a switch summary pane on the right that contains the EDIT option.
Step 4 Click EDIT.

The SWITCHSETTINGS dialog box appears with the followingGENERAL,MORE,CDP, SNMP,LLDP, SYSLOG,
and NTP tabs.

To view the ADVANCED tab, press and hold Ctrl-Shift-A. To close the ADVANCED tab, press Ctrl-Shift-A
again at any time. If you press it while the editor is opened, the ADVANCED tab won't go away immediately.
It will only disappear for the next time the editor is opened (and the current changes will still be pushed).

Note

Step 5 Enter the appropriate values in the fields of each tab as listed in the SWITCH SETTINGS Dialog Box Fields table below
then continue to step 7.

Table 4: SWITCH SETTINGS Dialog Box Fields

DescriptionField

GENERAL Tab

Enter a name for the switch profile.Name

Apply a profile to the switch.Profile

Enter a description of the switch.Description

Choose a state:

•Managed

—The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager will send
configuration changes to the managed switch.

•Monitored

—The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager will not push
configurations to the switch. The changes will be stored
in the Cisco Nexus FabricManager database and pushed
to the device when the state is changed toManaged.

Management state
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DescriptionField

Choose a role:

• Auto

• Leaf

• Spine

When set to Auto, the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager
will set the role of Cisco Nexus 9500 Series switches
as spine switches and Cisco Nexus 9200 Series and
9300 Series switches as leaf switches. If that role
does not match your cabled topology, you will need
to manually choose the role as either Spine or Leaf
according to your cabled topology.

Note

Role

Enter a username for the switch.

The username and password can be applied based
on a previously defined switch profile. If no switch
profile has been created and set as default, a
username and password must be entered here to
access the switch for import.

Note

Username

Enter a password for accessing the switch.

The username and password can be applied based
on a previously defined switch profile. If no switch
profile has been created and set as default, a
username and password must be entered here to
access the switch for import.

Note

Password

MORE Tab

Enter a message of the day.Message of the day

Configure the beacon LED on the switch as on or off
(enable/disable).

Beacon LED

Choose the load-balancing method to be used by all the port
channels configured on the switch.

Load balancing method

Choose an image to run on the switch. Image changes will
not be applied until the switch is explicitly upgraded.

Image
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DescriptionField

Enter CLI commands for switch features that are not managed
by Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager.

Note • CLI commands containing semicolons must be
on the last line. Otherwise, an error occurs and
all CLI configurations coming after a semicolon
will fail.

• The Extra CLI configuration is applied after
saving the switch. To determine that the
configuration was applied successfully, see the
CLI commands field when viewing the switch
details. For more information, see Viewing
Switch Details, on page 11.

• The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager does not
perform validation checking on the commands
entered in theExtra CLI commands field. Any
errors that occur will appear in the Faults
window. For more information about viewing
faults, see Viewing Fault Details.

• A reboot must be performed manually for
commands that required a reboot.

• See the logs to determine the user who triggered
the commands entered in the Extra CLI
commands field. The logs show the user
defined in the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager
switch object as the owner of the Extra CLI
command changes.

Extra CLI commands

SYSLOG Tab

Specify the IP address of the remote syslog server.Remote server

Specify the outgoing facility for all the messages sent to the
remote server.

Facility

Send only messages with the specified severity level or higher.Severity

SNMP Tab > Server

Specify the SNMP community.

Leaving this option blank disables the SNMP
server.

Note

Community

Controls read/write to the SNMP server.Read-write

SNMP Tab > Traps destination
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DescriptionField

Specify the SNMP community.Community

Specify the IP address of the SNMP traps receiver.Host

Choose the SNMP protocol version.Version

CDP Tab

Set CDP hold time advertised (in seconds).Hold time

Set CDP refresh time interval (in seconds).Timer

LLDP Tab

Set LLDP hold time advertised (in seconds).Hold time

Set the LLDP refresh time interval (in seconds).Timer

Set delay for LLDP initialization on any interface (in seconds).Reinit

Enable/disable Data Center Bridging Exchange Protocol
(DCBXP) TLV.

TLV DCBXP

Enable/disable port description TLV.TLV port description

Enable/disable VLAN ID TLV.TLV port VLAN

Enable/disable system capabilities TLV.TLV system capabilities

Enable/disable system description TLV.TLV system description

NTP Tab

Enter the NTP server IP.Server IP address

ADVANCED Tab

Enable/disable switch Telnet feature.Telnet service

Step 6 Click SAVE CHANGES.
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Reconciling a Switch Configuration
In some cases, it may be required to conduct a full reconciliation of the known switch object information and
configuration pushed by the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager to the switch. For example, the Cisco Nexus Fabric
Manager captures a snapshot of the running configuration every 30 minutes for RMA purposes. When a
reconciliation is performed, the Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager retrieves a current copy of the running
configuration. The Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager also reconciles and pushes the self-known current
NFM-managed configuration to the switch. Such a function can help fix a switch configuration that may have
been inadvertently modified at the CLI.

Reconciling a switch can be disruptive to an otherwise normally functioning switch. Proceed with caution.Warning

This section explains how to reconcile a switch from the switchpool.

Before You Begin

A switch has been successfully added to the switchpool.

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SWITCHES tab.

Your switch tiles appear.
Step 3 Click the white space inside the switch tile you want to refresh.

A switch-specific window appears with a summary pane on the right with the RECONCILE option.
Step 4 Click RECONCILE.

The RECONCILE dialog box appears.
Step 5 Click RECONCILE.

Accessing the Switch CLI
This section explains how to access a switch CLI.

Before You Begin

A switch has been successfully added to the switchpool.

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SWITCHES tab.

Your switch tiles appear.
Step 3 Click the white space inside the switch tile for which you want to access the CLI.

A switch-specific window appears with a switch summary pane on the right that contains the CLI option.
Step 4 Click CLI.
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The CLI login appears.
Step 5 Log in to the CLI with the appropriate user credentials for the switch.

Deleting a Switch from the Switchpool
Switches added successfully can be deleted from the switchpool. Switches that were not successfully added
can be deleted for cleanup purposes. This section explains how to delete a switch from the switchpool.

Before You Begin

A switch has been successfully/unsuccessfully added to the switchpool.

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SWITCHES tab.

Your switch tiles appear.
Step 3 Click the white space inside the switch tile you want to delete.

A switch-specific window appears with a switch summary pane on the right that contains the DELETE option.
Step 4 Click DELETE.

The DELETE dialog box appears.
Step 5 Click DELETE.

Viewing the Switchpool Details
This section explains how to view switchpool details.

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SETTINGS tab.

A switchpool-specific window appears with the Created and Last modified information on the left, and a switchpool
summary pane on the right. The summary pane displays the following properties:

• Available VLANs—Number of available VLANs that can be auto-assigned by Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager
during broadcast domain creation if a VLAN ID is not specified

• Unallocated VLANs—Range of VLAN IDs that cannot be auto assigned by Cisco Nexus Fabric Manager but can
also be manually assigned during the creation of a broadcast domain

• Available underlay IPs—Number of available underlay IP addresses that are automatically assigned to various
underlay switch interface types
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Editing the Switchpool Settings
This section explains how to edit the switchpool settings.

Step 1 From the Navigation drop-down list, choose Home.
Step 2 Click the SETTINGS tab.

A switchpool-specific window appears with a switchpool summary pane on the right that contains the EDIT option.
Step 3 Click EDIT.

The SWITCHPOOL SETTINGS dialog appears with tabs for GENERAL,MORE, and UNDERLAY.
To view the ADVANCED tab, press and hold Ctrl-Shift-A. To close the ADVANCED tab, press Ctrl-Shift-A
again at any time. If you press it while the editor is opened, the ADVANCED tab won't go away immediately.
It will only disappear for the next time the editor is opened (and the current changes will still be pushed).

Note

Step 4 Enter the appropriate values in the fields of each tab as listed in the SWITCHPOOL SETTINGS Dialog Box Fields table
below then continue to Step 6.

Table 5: SWITCHPOOL SETTINGS Dialog Box Fields

DescriptionField

GENERAL SETTINGS Tab

Specifies whether to use discovered switch CDP/LLDP
tables to auto import connected switches with matching
credentials.

• Enabled—Eligible neighbor switches are
automatically imported.

• Disabled—Eligible neighbor switches are not
automatically imported.

Auto-import switches

Enter the range of VLANs to be assigned Cisco Nexus
Fabric Manager for broadcast domains when a user does
not specify one.

Default value is in the range of
2-3965.

Note

Switchpool wide VLANs

Enter the VLAN ID used to program SVI interfaces for
vPC Layer 3 peer links.

Default value is
3966.

Note

vPC cluster VLAN

General Tab Tab > Default profiles
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DescriptionField

Click the drop-down list to choose a leaf switch profile to
be applied to all discovered or assigned leaf switches.

Leaf switch

Click the drop-down list to choose a spine switch profile
to be applied to all discovered or assigned spine switches.

Spine switch

Click the drop-down list to choose a host-facing interface
profile to be applied to all host-facing interfaces.

Host facing interface

Click the drop-down list to choose a switch facing interface
profile to be applied to all switch-facing interfaces.

Switch facing interface

Click the drop-down list to choose a border interface profile
to be applied to all border interfaces.

Border interface

MORE Tab

Set the pool of VLANs that the Cisco Nexus Fabric
Manager must not use. This must be in sync with the set
of reservedVLANS definedwithin NX-OS on themanaged
switch.

Default value is in the range of
3968-4095.

Note

Reserved VLANs

More Tab > Switchpool default VRF

Specify the default VLAN ID reserved for SVI as part of
VXLAN routing within a default VRF.

Default value is
3967.

Note

VLAN ID

Specify the default VNID reserved for VXLAN routing
within the default VRF.

Default value is
16777214.

Note

VNID

UNDERLAY Tab

Set the MAC address used for all anycast gateways.

The MAC address is auto-generated by
default.

Note

Gateway MAC address

Enter the autonomous system used for BGP service in
underlay.

Note • The BGPRouter ASNumber cannot exceed
the 2 byte range (65535).

• Default value is 65535.

BGP router AS number
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DescriptionField

Set the instance number used for OSPF service in the
underlay.

Default value is
100.

Note

OSPF router instance tag

Specify the maximum frame size used on underlay
interfaces. The system jumboMTU and overlay interfaces
automatically set to this value minus 50.

Default value is
9216.

Note

Underlay MTU

The number to be used as a fixed offset of VLAN IDs for
numbering VXLAN VNIDs

Default value is
20000.

Note

VNID allocation offset

UNDERLAY Tab > Underlay pool

Set the IP address subnet used for underlay addressing.
This is automatically divided and assigned to underlay
interfaces and links. This range must be adequately sized
according to the expected fabric size.

Default value is
10.0.0.0/8.

Note

IP address pool

ADVANCED Tab

Specifies whether to automatically build port channels out
of parallel leaf-spine links. This field has been disabled
and cannot be enabled.

Auto-create port channels

Enter the vPC delay restore in seconds.
Default value is
60.

Note
vPC delay restore

Enter the vPC auto-recovery reload delay in seconds.
Default value is
300.

Note
vPC Auto-recovery reload-delay
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DescriptionField

Choose the role to assign unknown neighbors:

• Host facing

• Border

• Switch facing

• Unknown

When choosing Unknown, a fault will be
generated when an unknown device is detected.
To clear the fault, edit the type of foreign interface.
For information on editing an interface, see
Editing an Interface Configuration

Note

Default value is Host
facing.

Note

Role for unknown neighbor

Specifies whether to automatically create a fault when the
neighbor of an interface or port channel changes. This can
be helpful for detecting ports that have been cabled
incorrectly.

• Enabled—Faults are created when a neighbor
changes.

• Disabled—Faults are not created when a neighbor
changes.

This feature is Enabled by default. However, if
you plan to move devices around, especially
swapping ports for devices discovered through
CDP or LLDP, it is recommended to turn this
feature off. Otherwise, this feature will generate
faults and require remediation actions be taken
before a device will connect to the new port that
was previously occupied by another discovered
device.

Note

Automatic neighbor assertions

Step 5 Click SAVE CHANGES.
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